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BFKN is proud to announce Vault — an industry leader in providing law-firm research to potential job candidates — has once
again recognized the Firm in its rankings. Vault has a long history ranking the top law firms in Chicago but this year
introduced a new ranking featuring the most prestigious midsize law firms in the city. BFKN claimed the #1 spot in the
Midsize Chicago ranking based on voting from associates who work in the Chicago region. Below is the full list of 2022 Best
Midsize Law Firms in Chicago:

● Best Midsize Law Firms in Chicago

For several years, BFKN has been consistently ranked by Vault and has been repeatedly recognized as one of the Best
Midsize Law Firms to Work For. In 2022, the firm was once again recognized as Top 150 Under 150, Vault’s list of leading
small and midsize law firms with 150 lawyers or fewer. Below is the full list of the Top 150 Under 150:

● Top 150 Under 150

Often cited in news sources such as The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Forbes, and Fortune, Vault ranks top law
firms based on exclusive information obtained from verified industry employees and interns.

● To learn more on Vault’s methodology of data collection and ranking, click the links above.

● To view BFKN’s complete Vault profile, visit: https://www.vault.com/company-profiles/law/barack-ferrazzano-
kirschbaum-perlman-nagelberg-llp

About Vault

Vault provides in-depth intelligence on what it's like to work in an industry, company, or profession, collecting data from
nearly 5,000 companies in more than 120 industries. Vault’s company rankings, ratings, and reviews are sourced and verified
through ongoing directed surveys of active employees and interns. Based on survey results, Vault ranks the top law firms in
prestige, diversity, quality of life, and overall best to work for.

To learn more about Vault, visit: https://www.vault.com/about-us


